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powerHouse Books,U.S., United States, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Take an alphabetical journey through a rich and colorful steampunk worldin this
lavishly illustrated volume that invites readers to linger over every intricate detail. Steampunk, with
its irresistible combination of Victorian-era style and futuristic sensibility, comes to children s books
with this stunning alphabet. Brilliantly colorful paintings and rhyming text illustrate each letter of
the alphabet, inviting the reader on a voyage through a quirky steampunk fantasy world, where
things are not quite what one might expect. Kids will love the ingeniously detailed depictions of the
machines and objects that exemplify each letter, while older steampunk fans (from tweens to
parents) will enjoy poring over these gorgeous retro-futuristic dreamscapes. Readers will find no
simpering A is for Apple in Steampunk City, but rather an imagination-fueled alphabet that
transcends age groups and enthralls readers of all ages. . with its compelling illustrations, this book
works as an introduction to the alphabet for younger readers and as a steampunk primer for older
kids, who just might see the alphabet in an entirely new light . though it began as a sub-genre of
science fiction, steampunk has quickly crossed...
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Reviews
A high quality book and also the typeface utilized was exciting to read. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I am easily
will get a enjoyment of reading a written ebook.
-- B ur nice Ca r ter
Simply no phrases to describe. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform the instant you
complete reading this article book.
-- Rowla nd B a uch
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